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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] this invention relates to the exposure method and the

device manufacture method using an aligner and this aligner equipped with the projection optical system

which projects the device pattern's prepared on the reticle on a photosensitive substrate, this invention

relates to the immersed type aligner which filled up the optical path between a projection optical system

and a photosensitive substrate with the liquid in more detail. In case this invention manufactures a

semiconductor device, image pck-up elements (CCD etc.), a liquid crystal display element, or the thin

film magnetic head, it is suitable.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Although the space between the last side of optical system and the image
surface was called working distance, the working distance was filled with air at the projection optical

system of the conventional aligner. By the way, the detailed-ization is always desired, and the pattern

exposed to a silicon wafer in process in which IC and LSI are manufactured needs to shorten wavelength

of the light which for that is used for exposure, or needs to enlarge numerical aperture by the side of an

image. The glass material only with the permeability which can secure the quantity of light satisfied

with exposure decreases obtaining a satisfying image formation performance as the wavelength of light

becomes short.

[0003] Then, the aligner in which enlarging numerical aperture by the side of an image by using the last

medium to the image surface as a liquid with a larger refractive index than air is proposed, and it has a

projection optical system using the liquid such is called immersed type aligner. Now, in the aligner, the

technology in which a projection optical system prepares the image formation performance of a

projection optical system in an amendment sake the most possible [ exchange of the optical path by the

side of a body or the image formation performance amendment member for adjusting an image

formation performance into the optical path by the side of an image most ] is known.

[0004]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in an immersed type aligner, since it is the

composition of filling a liquid to the optical path between a projection optical system and a

photosensitive substrate (working distance), it is difficult to arrange the member of an amendment sake

for an image formation performance. Moreover, since considering the composition of a limited number
and realistic equipment such an image formation performance amendment member can prepare only a

grade partly, it has the trouble which cannot amend a dispersed image formation performance.

[0005] Moreover, although it is necessary to store the image formation performance of a projection

optical system in predetermined tolerance, ifamendment of an image formation performance cannot be

performed dispersedly as mentioned above, storing in this predetermined tolerance becomes difficult. If

detailed-izing of an exposure pattern and increase of exposure area are called for especially, when
performing the scanning exposure method exposed the tolerance of this image formation performance

becoming narrow, and making a reticle and a photosensitive substrate scan, the tolerance of the range of
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fluctuation of an image formation performance characteristic is narrow, and cannot respond in dispersed

amendment.

[0006] moreover, the above image formation performance amendments since vibration of the

projection optical system itself occurs at the time of exchange of a member, there is also a possibility

that a bad influence may arise to an image formation performance Then, this invention sets it as the 1st

purpose to enable amendment of a continuous image formation performance, without being

accompanied by vibration, moreover, this invention increase and the image formation performance of

the numerical aperture of a projection optical system - an amendment - coexistence with things is set

as the 2nd purpose

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] the aligner according to this invention in order to attain the 1st above-

mentioned purpose has the lighting optical system which illuminates the pattern prepared on the reticle,

and the projection optical system which form the image of this pattern on a photosensitive substrate, is

the aligner exposed through the liquid which a part is boiled in the optical path between a projection

optical system and a photosensitive substrate at least, and is located, and has a refractive-index

adjustment means for adjusting the refractive index of a liquid

[0008] according to the desirable mode hung up over the above-mentioned claim 2 here — a refractive-

index adjustment means - the image formation performance of the aforementioned projection optical

system ~ an amendment ~ the refractive index of a liquid is adjusted like what is further equipped with

an image formation performance-measurement means to measure the image formation performance of a
projection optical system according to the desirable mode hung up over the claim 3 based on this

composition - it is - a refractive-index adjustment means - the aforementioned image formation

performance — an amendment - the refractive index of a liquid is adjusted like

[0009] moreover, the thing which is further equipped with a change factor detection means to detect the

state of the factor of change of the image formation performance of a projection optical system

according to the desirable mode hung up over the claim 4 - it is - a refractive-index adjustment means -

- the state of a factor responding ~ an image formation performance - an amendment -- the refractive

index of a liquid is adjusted like according to the desirable mode hung up over the claim 5 based on this

composition, lighting optical system is constituted possible [ change of the lighting conditions over the

aforementioned reticle ] - having — a change factor detection means — the state of lighting conditions —
detecting — a refractive-index adjustment means — change of lighting conditions — responding — an
image formation performance — an amendment — the refractive index of a liquid is adjusted like

[0010] and the thing from which a change factor detection means distinguishes the kind of reticle

according to the desirable mode hung up over the claim 6 - it is - a refractive-index adjustment means -

- the kind of reticle - responding - an image formation performance - an amendment - the refractive

index of a liquid is adjusted like Moreover, in order to attain the 2nd above-mentioned purpose, it is

desirable to fill all the optical paths between a projection optical system and a photosensitive substrate

with a liquid. As for the aligner by this invention, at this time, it is desirable to have further the

photosensitive substrate electrode holder which is equipped with the side attachment wall for filling the

optical path between a projection optical system and a photosensitive substrate with the aforementioned

liquid and supply / recovery unit for collecting from the aforementioned photosensitive substrate

electrode holder while supplying a liquid to the aforementioned photosensitive substrate electrode

holder, and holds a photosensitive substrate.

[001 1] Moreover, as for a refractive-index adjustment means, it is desirable to have the additive supply

unit which supplies the additive for adjusting a refractive index to a liquid, and an additive recovery unit

for collecting the aforementioned additives from a liquid.

[0012]

[Embodiments of the Invention] since the refractive index of the liquid located in the optical path

between a projection optical system and a photosensitive substrate can be adjusted in this invention like

above-mentioned composition - change of this refractive index - the image formation performance of a
projection optical system - an amendment - things are made As the technique of refractive-index
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adjustment here, supposing a liquid is a multi-intennixing-of-material liquid, the refractive index n of
this mixed liquor object will follow the formula of Lorentz Lawrence (Lorentz-Lorenz), and it is [0013].

[Equation 1]

[0014] It becomes. However, [0015]

[Equation 2]

[0016] It comes out. For example, what is necessary is just to make the concentration of the matter

added to solution fluctuate, since the refractive index of this solution will change according to the

concentration of solution itself, if a liquid is made into solution. If the refractive index of a liquid is

changed so that this may become the value of the refractive index which can compensate the image
formation performance of a projection optical system, the image formation performance of a projection

optical system will become good.

[0017] Here, adjustment of a refractive index may measure image formation performances, such as

aberration of a projection optical system, may adjust a refractive index according to the result, may
detect the change of a factor corresponding to change of the image formation performance of a

projection optical system, and may adjust a refractive index according to the result. In the technique of

measuring the image formation performance of the former projection optical system, the aberration of a
projection optical system etc. may be measured at the time ofmanufacture of an aligner, and the value of

the refractive index which compensates this aberration may be set as the initial value of the refractive

index of a liquid. Thus, if a refractive index is adjusted as a part of adjustment at the time of

manufacture, there is an advantage from which manufacture and adjustment become easy. Moreover, the

aberration measurement mechanism etc. is prepared in the aligner itself, and the refractive index of a

liquid may be changed according to the aberration measurement result by this aberration measurement
mechanism.

[0018] On the other hand, as change of the factor corresponding to change of the latter image formation

performance, the amount of exposure energy which passes the kind of reticle, the state of lighting

conditions, and a projection optical system is mentioned, here, if the optimal thing is decided by the kind

of pattern established on a reticle and lighting conditions at the time of illuminating a reticle, such as

etc., a sigma value and deformation lighting ****** — change this lighting condition according to it, the

image formation performance which makes aberration of a projection optical system the start will

change What is necessary is to make memory etc. memorize beforehand the value of the refractive index

for compensating the image formation performance which changes with change of this factor for every

factors, such as a kind of reticle, and lighting conditions, to detect change of this factor and just to adjust

the refractive index of a liquid there based on the memorized relation. Moreover, although there is the

so-called irradiation change from which the image formation performance of a projection optical system

changes with the size of the amount of exposure energy which passes a projection optical system Also in

this case, what is necessary is to make memory etc. memorize beforehand the value of the refractive

index for compensating the image formation performance which changes with the size of the amount of

exposure energy, and this amount of exposure energy, to detect change of this factor and just to adjust

the refractive index of a liquid based on the memorized relation. In addition, in this technique, you may
compute in a predetermined formula instead of making memory memorize.

[0019] Thus, it is effective for especially amendment of spherical aberration and a curvature of field

among the image formation performances of a projection optical system by adjusting the refractive
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index of a liquid. Hereafter, the gestalt of operation concerning this invention is explained with
reference to a drawing.

[Gestalt of the 1st operation] drawing 1 is drawing showing roughly the aligner by the gestalt of the 1st

operation concerning this invention. In addition, XYZ system of coordinates are adopted in drawing 1 .

[0020] In drawing 1 , the light source S supplies exposure light with a wavelength of248nm, and the
exposure light from this light source S illuminates Reticle R under an almost uniform illumination

distribution through the lighting optical system IL and a reflecting mirror M. Here, in this example, as
the light source S, although the KrF excimer laser is used instead, you may use the high-pressure
mercury lamp which supplies the ArF excimer laser which supplies 193nm exposure light, g line, i line,

etc. Moreover, in drawing!
, although not illustrated, the lighting optical system IL has the optical

integrator for forming the surface light source, the capacitor optical system for condensing the light from
this surface light source, and carrying out uniform lighting of the irradiated plane in superposition, and
an adjustable aperture diaphragm for being arranged in the position of the surface light source formed by
the optical integrator, and making the configuration of the surface light source adjustable, what has two
or more surface light sources which carried out eccentricity from the optical axis as a configuration of
the surface light source here, the thing of a zona-orbicularis configuration, and a circle configuration - it

is - the size - things - there is a thing etc. As such lighting optical system IL, what is indicated by the
U.S. Pat. No. 5,329,094 official report and the U.S. Pat. No. 5,576,801 official report, for example can
be used.

[0021] And the exposure light which passed and diffracted Reticle R reaches on WaferW through a
projection optical system T, and the image of Reticle R is formed on a wafer. Here, Reticle R is held by
the reticle loader RL, and the reticle loader RL is constituted so that it can move at arbitrary speed on the
X-axis and a Y-axis with a driving gear Tl in the loader table LT top at the arbitrary times. Here, the
traverse speed on the loader table LT of a reticle loader RL is detected by the speed sensor SS, and the
output from this speed sensor SS is transmitted to the 1st control section CPU 1.

[0022] Moreover, WaferW is held on the wafer table WT. The side attachment wall for collecting
Liquids LQ is prepared in this wafer table WT: In this example, it has the composition that all the optical
paths from Wafer W to a projection optical system T are filled with Liquid LQ, by this side attachment
wall. This wafer table WT is constituted so that it can move to X shaft orientations and Y shaft

orientations at arbitrary speed on the electrode-holder table HT with a driving gear T2.
[0023] Here, the 1st above-mentioned control section CPU 1 computes the traverse speed on the
electrode-holder table of the wafer table WT from the exposure scale factor beta of a projection optical
system T, and delivers it the traverse speed on the loader table LT of a reticle loader RL to a driving gear
T2. A driving gear moves the wafer table WT based on the traverse speed transmitted from the 1st

control section CPU 1.

[0024] Drawing 2 is drawing which expressed the composition of this wafer table WT in detail, this

drawing! - setting - a projection optical system T - most, between the optical member by the side of
Wafer W, and the metal flask of a projection optical system T, it has stuck so that Liquid LQ may not
permeate, or packing is carried out Moreover, two or more openings are prepared in the pars basilaris

ossis occipitalis of the wafer table WT, and WaferW is adsorbed by the wafer table WT by
decompressing from the piping V connected to these openings. And electrodes Dl and D2 are formed in
the wafer table WT, and ion exchange membrane II and 12 is formed in each circumference of these
electrodes Dl and D2. The circumference of electrodes Dl and D2 and the field where exposure light

passes Liquid LQ are divided by such ion exchange membrane II and 12. Here, the atmosphere around
an electrode Dl serves as a closed space by ion exchange membrane II and the septum Kl, and the
exhaust pipe HI is connected to this closed space. Moreover, the atmosphere around an electrode D2
serves as a closed space by ion exchange membrane 12 and the septum K2, and the exhaust pipe H2 is

connected to this closed space. Both these exhaust pipes HI and H2 are connected to Mixer K. The end
of the introductory pipe LD equipped with the solenoid valve DV is connected to this mixer K, and the
other end of this introductory pipe LD is located near the wafer table WT.
[0025] The seal-of-approval voltage which the seal-of-approval voltage to electrodes Dl and D2 is
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supplied from the current supply section without illustration, and the current supply section supplies is

controlled by the 2nd control section CPU 2. Moreover, ** and the 2nd control section CPU 2 control

also about opening and closing of a solenoid valve DV. These electrodes Dl and D2, ion exchange
membrane II and 12, septa Kl and K2, exhaust pipes HI and H2, Mixer K, a solenoid valve DV, the

introductory pipe LD, the current supply section without illustration, and the 2nd control section CPU 2

constitute the refractive-index adjustment means from this example.

[0026] Hereafter, operation of a refractive-index adjustment means is explained. In the following

explanation, Liquid LQ supposes that a hydrogen chloride is added to pure water as an additive. First,

when lowering the refractive index of Liquid LQ, the 2nd control section CPU 2 sends instructions to

the current supply section, and only predetermined time carries out the ** mark of the predetermined
voltage between an electrode Dl and an electrode D2. At this time, an oxygen gas occurs from the

electrode used as an anode plate, and the mixture of gas of hydrogen and chlorine occurs from the

electrode used as cathode. Since the hydrogen chloride concentration in Liquid LQ falls at this time, as

shown also in the above-mentioned (1) formula, the refractive index of Liquid LQ falls. Since the gas
generated near each electrodes Dl and D2 does not pass ion exchange membrane II and 12, it can be
collected through exhaust pipes HI and H2 here. This collected gas is sent to Mixer K. In Mixer K, the

collected gas (an oxygen gas, a hydrogen gas, hydrogen chloride gas) is mixed, and the additive solution
of high concentration

[ Liquid / LQ ] is generated from this.

[0027] Moreover, when gathering the refractive index of Liquid LQ, the 2nd control section CPU 2
sends instructions to a solenoid valve DV so that a solenoid valve DV may be opened and high-
concentration additive solution may be added to Liquid LQ. Thereby, the refractive index of Liquid LQ
rises. By this composition, the refractive index of Liquid LQ is made to adjustable. Now, it corresponds
to the memory Ml connected to the 2nd control section CPU 2 for every various lighting conditions, and
the value of a refractive index is memorized in the form of a table. Here, the value of a refractive index
is a value of the refractive index of the liquid LQ required for an amendment sake about the aberration

produced in a projection optical system T under a certain lighting condition. Moreover, the value of the

additive concentration in the liquid LQ at a certain time is kept by this memory Ml in the form always
updated.

[0028] Moreover, the above-mentioned lighting optical system IL is connected with the 2nd control

section CPU 2 in order to transmit the information about the configuration of the surface light source
which this lighting optical system IL forms to the 2nd control section CPU 2. Here, in the example of a
lighting condition-book, change of configuration - of the surface light source transmits this information
to the 2nd control section CPU 2. At this time, the 2nd control section CPU 2 searches the value of the

refractive index corresponding to the transmitted lighting conditions from memory Ml, and calculates

the concentration of the additive for realizing the refractive index from the above-mentioned (1)
formula. Next, the 2nd control section CPU 2 controls electrodes Dl and D2 or a solenoid valve DV
according to the present additive concentration currently kept by memory Ml and the calculated additive

concentration to consider as the additive concentration which had the present additive concentration

calculated.

[0029] Thereby, the aberration of the projection optical system T when the value of the refractive index
ofLiquid LQ includes Liquid LQ is amended.
It differs greatly in that the form of [form of the 2nd operation] the 2nd operation made the additive in

the form of the 1st operation ethyl alcohol. This ethyl alcohol does not dissolve the resist layer of the

waferW with which the resist as a photosensitive substrate was applied, but has an advantage with little

influence on the optical coat in a projection optical system T most given to the optical member (optical

member which touches Liquid LQ) and this optical member by the side of Wafer W.
[0030] Moreover, in the form of the 2nd operation, the composition of a refractive-index adjustment
means differs from the thing of the form of the 1st operation. Hereafter, with reference to drawing 3 , it

explains per composition of a refractive-index adjustment means. In addition, in .drawing 3 , the same
sign is given to the member which has the same fimction as what was shown in drawing 2 . In drawing 3

which shows the wafer table WT by the form of the 2nd operation, the thing of the form of the 1st
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operation is the point ofhaving the exhaust pipe L which discharges Liquid LQ so that the pure water
supply pipe WS and Liquid LQ for supplying the additive supply pipe LS and pure water for a different
point supplying an additive to Liquid LQ to Liquid LQ may not overflow from the wafer table WT.
[0031] Here, the solenoid valve DVL for adjusting the solenoid valves DVLS and DVWS for adjusting

the amount of supply ofan additive and pure water and the discharge of Liquid LQ to the additive

supply pipe LS, the pure water supply pipe WS, and an exhaust pipe L is formed, respectively, and
opening and closing of these solenoid valves DVLS, DVWS, and DVL are controlled by the 2nd control
section CPU 2. Operation at the time of the refractive-index adjustment in the form of the 2nd operation
is explained.

[0032] First, when gathering the refractive index of Liquid LQ, a solenoid valve DVLS is controlled
and, as for the 2nd control section CPU 2, only a predetermined amount adds an additive to Liquid LQ.
At this time, only a predetermined amount discharges Liquid LQ from an exhaust pipe L. As for the
amount of this liquid LQ to discharge, it is desirable that it is the same as the amount of the added
additive. Thereby, the additive concentration in Liquid LQ increases and the refractive index rises.

[0033] Moreover, when lowering the refractive index of Liquid LQ, a solenoid valve DVWS is

controlled and, as for the 2nd control section CPU 2, only a predetermined amount adds pure water to
Liquid LQ. At this time, only a predetermined amount discharges Liquid LQ from an exhaust pipe L. As
for the amount of this liquid LQ to discharge, it is desirable that it is the same as the amount of the
added pure water. Thereby, the additive concentration in Liquid LQ becomes low, and the refractive
index falls.

[0034] Here, the amount of the additive added and pure water and the amount of the liquid LQ to

discharge are controlled by the 2nd control section CPU 2. In addition, the point that the value of a
refractive index is memorized in memory Ml corresponding to the kind of lighting conditions, and the
point that the value of the additive concentration of the liquid LQ at a certain time is kept are the same
as the form of the 1st operation of a ***, and are the same as the form of operation of the point 1st

which calculates the additive concentration for realizing the refractive index which can amend the
aberration of a projection optical system T based on these information.

[0035] Thus, the 2nd control section CPU 2 in the form of the 2nd operation controls opening and
closing of solenoid valves DVLS, DVWS, and DVL to consider as the additive concentration which had
the present additive concentration calculated according to the present additive concentration currently
kept by memory Ml and the calculated additive concentration. Thereby, the aberration of the projection
optical system T when the value of the refractive index of Liquid LQ includes Liquid LQ is amended.
The form of the 3rd operation is explained with reference to [the form of the 3rd operation], next
drawijng_4 . The aligner by the form of the 3rd operation differs from the form of the above-mentioned
1st and the 2nd above-mentioned operation at a point equipped with the aberration measuring device. In
addition, in drawing 4 , the same sign is given to the member which has the same function as the
example of above-mentioned drawing! - drawing 3 , and the same XYZ system of coordinates as
drawing 1 are adopted.

[0036] In drawing 4 , the light source S supplies exposure light with a wavelength of 248nm, and after

the exposure light from this light source S is prepared by the cross section of a predetermined
configuration with the beam plastic surgery optical system 1 1, it carries out incidence of it to the 1st fly

eye lens 12. The secondary light source which consists of two or more light source images is formed in

the injection side of the 1st fly eye lens 12. Incidence of the exposure light from this secondary light

source is carried out to the 2nd fly eye lens 15 through the relay lens systems 13F and 13R. This relay
lens system consists ofpre-group 13F and back group 13R, and the oscillating mirror 14 for preventing
the speckle on an irradiated plane is arranged among such pre-group 13F and back group 13R.

[0037] Now, two or more images of the secondary light source by the 1st fly eye lens are formed, and
this serves as the 3rd light source at the injection side side of the 2nd fly eye lens 15. The adjustable
aperture diaphragm 16 which can set up two or more aperture diaphragms which have a predetermined
configuration or a predetermined, predetermined size in the position in which this 3rd light source is

formed is arranged. This adjustable aperture diaphragm 16 forms six aperture diaphragms 16a-16e by
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which patterning was carried out on the transparent substrate which consisted of quartzes etc. in the

shape of a turret, as shown in drawing 5 . Here, two aperture diaphragms 16a and 16b with circular

opening are drawing for changing a sigma value (numerical aperture of the lighting optical system to the

numerical aperture of a projection optical system), and two aperture diaphragms 16c and 16d with a

**** configuration are drawing with which **** ratios differ mutually. And the two remaining aperture

diaphragms 16e and 16f are drawing which has four openings which carried out eccentricity. By the

adjustable aperture-diaphragm drive unit 17, this adjustable aperture diaphragm 16 is driven so that any

or 1 of two or more aperture diaphragms 16a-16fmay be located in an optical path.

[0038] Returning to drawing 4 , it is condensed by the condensing lens system 1 8 and the exposure light

from the adjustable aperture diaphragm 16 illuminates a reticle-blind 19 top in superposition. The reticle

blind 19 is arranged about the relay optical system 20F and 20R at the pattern formation side of Reticle

R, and conjugate, and the configuration of the lighting field on Reticle R is determined by the opening

configuration of a reticle blind 19. The exposure light from a reticle blind 19 forms the lighting field of a

uniform illumination distribution in the position on Reticle R substantially through back group 20R of

pre-group 20F of relay optical system, a reflecting mirror M, and relay optical system.

[0039] In addition, the lighting optical system IL in the form of the above-mentioned 1st and the 2nd

above-mentioned operation can also apply the beam plastic surgery optical system 1 1 shown in the form

of this operation - the relay optical system 20F and 20R. Now, Reticle R is laid on the reticle loader RL,

and this reticle loader RL can move it to the XY direction in drawing, and the hand of cut (the direction

of theta) centering on the Z-axis on the electrode-holder table LT. The move mirror RIM is formed in

this reticle loader RL, and the reticle interferometer RI detects the position of the XY direction of a

reticle loader RL, and the direction of theta. Moreover, a reticle loader RL is driven in the XY direction

and the direction of theta by the reticle-loader drive unit RLD. Here, the output from the reticle

interferometer RI is transmitted to the 1st control section CPU 1, and the 1st control section CPU 1 has

composition which controls the reticle-loader drive unit RLD.

[0040] Moreover, the bar code reader BR for reading the bar code prepared in Reticle R in the middle of

the conveyance way from a reticle stocker without illustration is formed. The information about the kind

of reticle R which this bar code reader BR read is transmitted to the 2nd control section CPU 2. Here,

the value of the refractive index of the optimal liquid LQ is remembered to be the information about the

optimal lighting conditions for every kind of reticle R for every kind of reticle R by the memory Ml
connected to the 2nd control section CPU 2.

[0041] the projection optical system T which has predetermined reduction scale-factor |beta| prepares in

Reticle R bottom — having - **** — this projection optical system T - between the optical member by

the side of a wafer side, and Wafer W, Liquid LQ intervenes most A projection optical system T forms

the reduction image of Reticle R on a wafer side through this liquid LQ. Adsorption fixation of the

waferW is carried out at the wafer table WT, and this wafer table WT is attached in the wafer stage

WTS movable in the XY direction to the surface plate through the Z actuators ZD1, ZD2, and ZD3 for

making movement to Z shaft orientations of the wafer table WT itself, and a tilt (inclination to the Z-

axis) perform. This wafer stage WTS is driven by the wafer stage drive unit WD. Moreover, mirror-

plane processing is given and, as for the side attachment wall of a wafer table, this portion serves as a

move mirror of the wafer interferometer WI. Here, the drive of the wafer stage drive unit WD is

controlled by the 1st above-mentioned control section CPU 1, and the output from the wafer

interferometer WI has composition transmitted to the 1st control section CPU 1.

[0042] Moreover, the focal sensor AF for measuring the distance of the Z direction between a projection

optical system T and WaferW is formed in the projection optical system T. This focal sensor AF
receives the light which irradiated light on the wafer side through the optical element near the wafer W
side in a projection optical system T, and was reflected with the wafer through the above-mentioned

optical element, and measures the distance of the Z direction between a projection optical system T and

WaferW with the light-receiving position. The composition of such a focal sensor AF is indicated by

JP,6-66543,A.

[0043] Now, also in the form of the 3rd operation, it has the pure water supply pipe WS for supplying
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the pure water stored in the additive supply pipe LS and the pure water storage section WST for

supplying the high-concentration additive solution stored in the additive storage section latest starting

time to Liquid LQ to Liquid LQ, and the solenoid valves DVLS and DVWS for adjusting the amount of
supply of additive solution and pure water are formed in the additive supply pipe LS and the pure water

supply pipe WS. Moreover, the exhaust pipe L for discharging Liquid LQ is formed in the wafer table

WT so that Liquid LQ may not overflow from a wafer table, and the solenoid valve for adjusting the

discharge of Liquid LQ is prepared in this exhaust pipe L. Opening and closing of these solenoid valves

DVLS, DVWS, and DVL are controlled by the 2nd control section CPU 2 like the form of the 2nd
operation of a ***.

[0044] Moreover, on the wafer table WT, the additive concentration detecting element DS for detecting

the additive concentration of the aberration test section AS for measuring the aberration of a projection

optical system and Liquid LQ is formed. Here, as an aberration test section AS, what is indicated by
JP,6-84757,A, for example can be used. Here, the output from the aberration test section AS and the

additive concentration detecting element DS is transmitted to the 2nd control section CPU 2. Moreover,
the output from the additive concentration detecting element DS minds the 2nd control section CPU 2,

and is kept as a value of the additive concentration of the liquid LQ at a certain time to memory Ml

.

[0045] Next, operation of the form of the 3rd operation is explained. First, while Reticle R being taken

out from a reticle stocker without illustration, and being laid on a reticle loader RL, a bar code reader

BR reads the bar code prepared in Reticle R, and transmits the information to the 2nd control section

CPU 2. The 2nd control section CPU 2 reads the information about the lighting conditions

corresponding to the kind of reticle R memorized by memory Ml, controls the adjustable aperture-

diaphragm drive unit 17 according to the information, and locates one of aperture diaphragms 16a-16f

predetermined in an optical path. Moreover, the 2nd control section CPU 2 calculates the concentration

of the additive for realizing the refractive index from the above-mentioned (1) formula based on the

value of the refractive index of the liquid LQ memorized by memory Ml. Then, opening and closing of
solenoid valves DVLS, DVWS, and DVL are controlled to consider as the additive concentration which
had the present additive concentration calculated according to the present additive concentration which
is detected by the additive concentration detecting element DS and kept by memory Ml, and the

calculated additive concentration.

[0046] Thereby, the aberration of the projection optical system T when the value of the refractive index

of Liquid LQ includes Liquid LQ is amended. Then, the focal sensor AF detects the position and tilt of a

Z direction of Wafer W, and the Z actuators ZD1, ZD2, and ZD3 are driven so that WaferW may
become a necessary position. In this state, the exposure light from the light source S is led to Reticle R
through lighting optical system, and the 1st control section CPU 1 detecting the position of Reticle R
and WaferW with the reticle interferometer RI and the wafer interferometer WI, it makes the reticle-

loader drive unit RLD and the wafer stage drive unit WD drive, and moves Reticle R and Wafer W
under the velocity ratio ofprojection scale-factor |beta| of a projection optical system T. Thereby, the

pattern on Reticle R is imprinted on WaferW under a good image formation state.

[0047] Now, the image formation performances (aberration etc.) of a projection optical system T always

may not be fixed, and it may change with a temperature change, atmospheric pressure change, the

temperature rises by a projection optical system T absorbing exposure light, etc. Then, with the form of
the 3rd operation, the aberration (image formation performance) of the actual projection optical system

T is measured by the aberration test section AS, and it is considering as the composition which adjusts

the value of the refractive index of Liquid LQ based on this measurement result.

[0048] Specifically, with the form of the 3rd operation, it is the form where the aberration value of a
projection optical system was made to correspond in memory Ml, and the value of the refractive index

of the liquid LQ which can amend the aberration is memorized. And the aberration of the projection

optical system T detected by the aberration test section AS is transmitted to the 2nd control section CPU
2. The 2nd control section CPU 2 reads the value of the refractive index of the liquid LQ memorized in

memory Ml, it asks for additive concentration from the above-mentioned (1) formula so that it may
become the value of this refractive index, and it controls opening and closing of solenoid valves DVLS,
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DVWS, and DVL so that Liquid LQ serves as the additive concentration.

[0049] Even if there is an environmental variation (a temperature change, atmospheric pressure change,

change by the exposure optical absorption) of a projection optical system T, the image formation

performance is maintainable good with this composition. In addition, what is necessary is not to always

perform measurement by this aberration test section AS, and just to perform it for every predetermined

period.

[the form of the 4th operation] - with reference to drawing 6 , the form of the 4th operation is explained

below The form of the 4th operation is considered as the composition which fills a part of this optical

path with a liquid instead ofthe composition which fills all the optical paths between a projection optical

system and a wafer with a liquid.

[0050] In drawing 6 (a) and (b), the same sign is lain down on the member which has the 1st shown in

drawing 1 -3, and the same function as the form of the 2nd operation. At the form of the 4th operation

shown in drawing 6 (a) and (b), it is a wafer electrode holder. - The container CI which consisted of

material (for example, quartz etc.) which makes exposure light penetrate, and the composition which
fills Liquid LQ in C2 differ from the form of the above-mentioned 1st and the 2nd above-mentioned

operation instead of collecting Liquids LQ by the side attachment wall ofWT. by this composition,

among the effects which the form of the above-mentioned 1st and the 2nd above-mentioned operation

had, although there is no effect of an efficiency depth of focus expansion, it has numerical-aperture

increase or the effect whose aberration (image formation performance) adjustment of a projection

optical system T is attained continuously

[0051] In addition, in the gestalt of this 4th operation, you may form the containers CI and C2 currently

put into Liquid LQ in a projection optical system T and one. With the above gestalt of the 1st - the 4th

operation, although pure water was used as a liquid LQ, it is not restricted to pure water.

[0052]

[Effect of the Invention] As shown above, according to this invention, the image formation performance

of a projection optical system can be adjusted continuously without vibration. Moreover, it becomes
possible to reconcile increase (or expansion of the efficiency-depth of focus) of numerical aperture, and

adjustment of an image formation performance.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] the aligner characterized by to have the lighting optical system which illuminates the pattern

prepared on the reticle, and the projection optical system which forms the image of this pattern on a

photosensitive substrate, and to have a refractive-index adjustment means for adjusting the refractive

index of the aforementioned liquid in the aligner exposed through the liquid which a part is boiled in the

optical path between the aforementioned projection optical system and the aforementioned

photosensitive substrate at least, and is located

[Claim 2] the aforementioned refractive-index adjustment means - the image formation performance of

the aforementioned projection optical system an amendment - the aligner according to claim 1

characterized by adjusting the refractive index of the aforementioned liquid like

[Claim 3] an image formation performance-measurement means to measure the image formation

performance of the aforementioned projection optical system - further having the aforementioned

refractive-index adjustment means — the aforementioned image formation performance — an amendment

the aligner according to claim 2 characterized by adjusting the refractive index of the aforementioned

liquid like

[Claim 4] a change factor detection means to detect the state ofthe factor of change of the image

formation performance of the aforementioned projection optical system - further - having - the

aforementioned refractive-index adjustment means - the state of the aforementioned factor -

responding - the aforementioned image formation performance - an amendment ~ the aligner

according to claim 1 characterized by adjusting the refractive index of the aforementioned liquid like

[Claim 5] the aforementioned lighting optical system is constituted possible [
change of the lighting

conditions over the aforementioned reticle j - having - the aforementioned change factor detection

means - the state of the aforementioned lighting conditions - detecting - the aforementioned

refractive-index adjustment means - the change of the aforementioned lighting conditions - responding

the aforementioned image-formation performance ~ an amendment - the aligner according to claim 4

characterized by to adjust the refractive index of the aforementioned liquid like

[Claim 6] that from which the aforementioned change factor detection means distinguishes the kind of

the aforementioned reticle - it is - the aforementioned refractive-index adjustment means - the kind of

the aforementioned reticle — responding - the aforementioned image formation performance — an

amendment - the aligner according to claim 4 characterized by adjusting the refractive index of the

aforementioned liquid like

[Claim 7] It is the aligner of six the claim 1 characterized by having further a photosensitive substrate

electrode holder holding the aforementioned photosensitive substrate, and equipping this photosensitive

substrate electrode holder with the side attachment wall for filling the optical path between the

aforementioned projection optical system and the aforementioned photosensitive substrate with the

aforementioned liquid, and supply / recovery unit for collecting from the aforementioned photosensitive

substrate electrode holder while supplying the aforementioned liquid to the aforementioned

photosensitive substrate electrode holder, or given in any 1 term.
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[Claim 8] The aforementioned refractive-index adjustment means is the aligner of seven the claim 1

characterized by having the additive supply unit which supplies the additive for adjusting a refractive

index to the aforementioned liquid, and an additive recovery unit for collecting the aforementioned

additives from the aforementioned liquid, or given in any 1 term.

[Claim 9] The exposure method characterized by to include the process which adjusts the refractive

index of the aforementioned liquid for the image-formation performance of the aforementioned

projection optical system to an amendment sake in the exposure method of leading the light from the

aforementioned projection optical system to the aforementioned photosensitive substrate through a

predetermined liquid including the process which illuminates a reticle, and the process which imprints

the pattern prepared on the aforementioned reticle to a photosensitive substrate using a projection optical

system under predetermined lighting conditions.

[Claim 10] The process which illuminates a reticle under predetermined lighting conditions, and the

process which imprints the device pattern prepared on the aforementioned reticle to a photosensitive

substrate using a projection optical system are included. The device manufacture method characterized

by changing the refractive index of the aforementioned liquid in the device manufacture method of

leading the light from the aforementioned projection optical system to the aforementioned

photosensitive substrate through a predetermined liquid when at least one side is changed among the

aforementioned reticle and the aforementioned lighting conditions.

[Claim 1 1] the manufacture method of the aligner exposed through the liquid which it has the lighting

optical system which is characterized by providing the following, and which illuminates the pattern

prepared on the reticle, and the projection optical system which forms the image of this pattern on a

photosensitive substrate, and a part is boiled in the optical path between the aforementioned projection

optical system and the aforementioned photosensitive substrate at least, and is located The process

which measures the image formation performance of the aforementioned projection optical system The

process which defines the initial value of the refractive index of the aforementioned liquid based on the

measured this image formation performance

[Translation done.]
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